A Short Move Enables Growth and Accessibility

chambers dental
delivering exceptional,
pain-free dentistry

After outgrowing their previous space, Chambers Dental quickly grabbed the chance to expand their practice when a building
just across the street became available.
As Chambers Dental outgrew its original office location in
Grand Rapids, Dr. Chambers began considering how best to
expand his growing practice. He had an ideal location on 28th
Street; however, the current building was landlocked and
offered no adjacent room for expansion. Fortunately, a building
just across the street became available. Dr. Chambers decided
to buy it and undertake a complete remodel.
With the building purchased, Dr. Chambers next began looking
at potential builders. First Companies was recommended by
a friend who had worked with the company on a previous
project in Caledonia. After evaluating various contractors, First
Companies was ultimately selected for the job.

“I liked the size of First Companies and the excitement
they had for the project, as well as their ideas. It just felt
like a good fit to me. I had seen some of the work they did
for other dentists and they took me to see other offices
they had constructed. I also knew that First Companies
specialized in building for dentists and I liked that they had
a lot of experience in the ‘dental niche.’
The others didn’t offer the same
level of expertise.
Dr. Randall Chambers
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requirements and workflow of hygienists versus dentists. The
space and design of the operatories vary to accommodate the
unique needs of each. Additionally, his previous space was not
accessible to patients with certain disabilities and he had no
room to accommodate these requirements. The new building is
now fully accessible.
“In addition to the much needed space to grow the practice,
the new location gave me much better visibility from the
road and I was able to make the office fully accessible for
patients with disabilities. We now have handicap parking
available and the entire office is fully accessible – a huge
benefit for the practice. All in all, my experience with First
Companies was very good. Everyone is professional, and
they kept me in the loop at all times. Many communications
were sent via email that I could check in between patients.
The staff was accessible to me and the design process was
quick. We have enjoyed many benefits from being in our new
space.” Dr. Randall Chambers

Major Remodel Completed Right On Time
The major remodel took the building down to the studs and
trusses, but was completed right on time per the plan and
schedule. Chambers Dental now occupies just over half of the
L-shaped space which gives the staff about 3,400 square feet.
Working closely with First Companies and the architect, Dr.
Chambers was able to design and implement a highly functional
layout which includes 8 operatories, a comfortable waiting area,
front desk and business office, consulting space, a separate
lab and sterilization area, server room, and an employee break
room for meetings and meals.
“The dental practice occupies the west wing of the building.
We have everything we need; and when we are ready to
expand again, I have space I can look to use next door. I
can also accommodate another doctor in my office as the
need develops.” Dr. Randall Chambers

The new facility now has 8 operatories with separate lab and
sterilzation area.

Dr. Chambers also worked with First Companies’ architect
and equipment supplier to consider the different space
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